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QUESTION 1

You send a sales quotation to a customer named Contoso, Ltd. 

You have another customer named Lit ware, Inc. 

Lit ware has a trade agreement in place, which includes two of the items in the sales quotation that was sent to
Contoso. 

You plan to copy the sales quotation to create a sales quotation for Lit ware. 

You need to ensure that the sales quotation for Lit ware adheres to the trade agreement you have with Lit ware. Which
option should you select in the copy quotation function? 

A. Copy precisely 

B. Recalculate price 

C. Copy charges 

D. Delete quotation lines 

Correct Answer: D 

Copy project quotations [AX 2012] 

Use the following procedure to copy all or part of a project quotation. 

1.

 Click Project management and accounting > Common > Quotations > Project quotations. 

2.

 Select or open a project quotation. 

3.

 On the Action Pane, on the Project quotation tab or Quotation tab, in the Copy group, click From all. 

4.

 Under Setup, at the top of the Copy from all form, select one or more of the following options: 

Select the Copy precisely check box to copy all dimensions, sales tax, and ledger o accounts to the new project
quotation. Delivery dates are not copied. Select the Delete quotation lines check box to delete any project quotation
lines in the o 

new project quotation before you copy project quotation lines from this form. Select the Copy quotation header check
box to copy information from the selected o 

project quotation to the new project quotation. 

Etc. 
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QUESTION 2

A customer returns a stocked item. 

The item is currently at the inbound dock of the warehouse. 

You need to process the return of the item. 

What should you do first? 

A. From the Sales order form, generate a packing slip. 

B. From the Arrival overview form, start an arrival. 

C. From the Item arrival journal, generate a product receipt 

D. From the Return order form, enter a disposition code. 

Correct Answer: D 

To support their process for returning products, a company can create and use return reason codes and disposition
codes in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to set up locations for a warehouse that will store finished goods for one of your company\\'s divisions. 

What are three possible details that you can specify for the locations? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

A. The maximum number of pallets 

B. The physical dimensions 

C. The inventory dimensions 

D. The maximum dimensions of the items 

E. The maximum weight that can be stored 

Correct Answer: ABE 

*

 Location properties 

A location has the following characteristics: 

Size (number of pallets, height, width, and depth) 

Pallet type group 

Storage area 
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Picking area 

Location type (inbound dock, outbound dock, pick location, or bulk location) 

*

 Max. weight 

The maximum weight that can be held at the location. 

 

QUESTION 4

You send a sales quotation to a customer. 

The customer requests several changes to the original quotation, which results in a total of five different quotations
being sent to the customer. Each quotation includes modifications to the original quantity and the original price. 

The customer accepts the third quotation that was sent 

You need to review the details of the third quotation. 

What should you open? 

A. The Quotation journal 

B. The Sales quotation list page 

C. The Alternative quotations 

D. The Quotation confirmation journal 

Correct Answer: B 

View sales quotations [AX 2012] 

You can use the All quotations page to view a list of sales quotations that have been created, and then use the View
sales quotation page to view the details of a specific quotation. 

1.

 Click Sales on the top link bar, and then click Quotations on the Quick Launch. The All quotations page is displayed. 

2.

 Select a quotation and then on the Action Pane, on the Quotation tab, in the Maintain group, click View. The View sales
quotation page is displayed, where you can view detailed information about the quotation. This includes a list of items
that are associated with the quotation. 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a new product change case for a bill of materials (BOM). 

You need to identify which actions are available for the entity associated to the new case. 
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Which three actions should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Print 

B. Activate 

C. Expire 

D. Approve 

E. Calculate 

Correct Answer: ACD 

*

 Approvals and validations are available for product change cases, so that you can manage the release of changed
BOMs, formulas, and routes to planning and production processes. 

*

 You can approve, activate, and expire the entities that are associated with a case 

 

QUESTION 6

You plan to set up a commission structure in Dynamics AX. 

You need to configure the groups for commission calculations. Which three types of groups should you configure? Each
correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Item groups 

B. Commission customer groups 

C. Sales groups 

D. Item discount groups 

E. Campaign groups 

Correct Answer: ABC 

* Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Sales Commission offers the following flexibility: 

Customers You can define a sales commission arrangement for a group of customers, for a specific customer, or for all
customers. 

Products You can define a sales commission arrangement for a group of products, for a specific product, or for all
products. 

Salespersons You can define a sales commission arrangement for a group of salespersons or all salespersons, and
apply a commission split among the individual salespersons within the specific group of salespersons. 
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QUESTION 7

You plan to report a bill of materials (BOM) as finished. 

You need to ensure that when you report the BOM as finished, the following occurs: 

Component items from the BOM are reported as finished. 

Component items from the sub-BOMs that are currently on-hand are reported as finished. 

What should you set? 

A. The Reservation field to Automatic 

B. The Explosion option to Always 

C. The Explosion option to Shortage 

D. The Reservation field to Explosion 

Correct Answer: C 

The "explosion" parameter defines how AX will consume the on hand inventory of the components. 

*

 Shortage: Sub BOMs are only exploded if there is insufficient on hand inventory. If there is a partial quantity of the Sub
BOM available, AX will only explode the component quantities of the Sub BOM, for the difference. 

*

 Never: The Sub BOM is never exploded if there is a component shortage 

*

 Always: The Sub BOM is always exploded, and any free on hand inventory of the Sub BOM is never consumed 

 

QUESTION 8

You have several bills of materials (BOMs) that include an item manufactured by a third party. 

The third party plans to discontinue the production of the item. You need to locate all of the BOMs that include the item. 

Which report should you use? 

A. Order lines 

B. Where-used 

C. Calculation 

D. On-hand inventory 

Correct Answer: A 
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Order lines report (SalesLinesExtended) [AX 2012] 

You can use the Order lines report to print sales order lines and basic information for each sales order line such as item
number, sales price, and discount. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: Row structure where-used report (LedgerRowStructureWhereUsed) [AX 2012] This report displays the details of
row definitions and financial statements that are used in the selected row definition. 

Not C: BOM calculation results (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to view the results of an item\\'s order-specific bill of material (BOM) calculations and as a starting point to
perform additional order-specific BOM calculations. An order-specific BOM calculation can be performed for a line item
on 

a sales order, sales quotation or service order. Each order-specific BOM calculation creates a calculation record that is
uniquely identified by a calculation number. 

Not D: Critical on-hand inventory report (InventSumCritical) [AX 2012] You can use the On-hand inventory report to print
on-hand inventory according to quantity. The quantity is based on the on-hand inventory and the product, tracking, and
storage dimensions. Select which product, tracking, and storage dimensions you want to include in the report. 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to ensure that when a certain item is received, the item is quarantined automatically. What should you
configure? 

A. A storage dimension group 

B. An item model group 

C. A tracking dimension group 

D. An item group 

Correct Answer: B 

InventModelGroup Table [AX 2012] 

The InventModelGroup table contains information about item model groups. 

Field: QuarantineControl 

Should items received physically be put into quarantine automatically? 

 

QUESTION 10

You have an item that is a component of several bills of materials (BOMs). You need to change the item number of the
item in all the BOMs that use the item. 

Which process should you use? 
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A. Recalculate BOM levels 

B. Change BOM item 

C. Change formula item 

D. Corrections 

Correct Answer: B 

Change a BOM item 

You can make changes or add new items to the bills of materials (BOMs) that you select. 

1.

 Click Inventory management > Periodic > Bills of materials > Change BOM item. 

2.

 Click Select to choose the items in all the BOMs that you want to replace (select Overwrite in the Update lines list), or
that you want to have an item appended to in the BOMs (select Append in the Update lines list). 

3.

 Click Edit BOM line to see which BOMs will be affected by the changes. Delete the BOMs that you do not want to be
affected by the changes. 

4.

 When Append is selected, set the From item number valid until calendar to specify how long the existing BOM item will
be valid. Then, set the To item number valid from calendar to indicate the date from which the BOMs with the appended
item will be valid. 

5.

 Click OK to make the changes 

 

QUESTION 11

You create a new product that has a bill of materials (BOM). You add several lines to the BOM. Some of the lines are
items. Some of the lines represent a sub-assembly. You set the line type for one of the sub-assembly lines to Vendor. 

In this situation, what does the Vendor line type indicate? 

A. The sub-assembly contains several items supplied by one vendor. 

B. The sub-assembly is produced from BOM components at your company. 

C. The sub-assembly is produced by an external partner, but the inventory sub-assemblies are delivered to your
warehouse. 

D. The sub-assembly is produced by a subcontractor but the sub-assembly components are provided from your
warehouse to the subcontractor. 
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Correct Answer: C 

*

 Complex BOM Car Made up of hundreds of components and BOMs. It is possible to have BOMs within a BOM. This is
usually referred to as a sub-assembly or sub-BOM. When a bill of materials has several layers of BOMs nested within
it, 

it is referred to as having multiple layers. An example of a multi-layer BOM: Carburetor BOM within Engine BOM within
Automobile BOM. 

*

 Vendor 

A person or company providing goods or services in return for payment. 

*

 Subassembly 

Any component on a bill of materials that 

has a bill with components assigned to it. For 

example, a motherboard could be considered 

a subassembly for a computer because the 

motherboard is comprised of EPROMs, 

RAM, a processor, and other components 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to create a draft sales order. The sales order must not include inventory transactions. 

Which order type should you use? 

A. Subscription 

B. Sales order 

C. Item requirements 

D. Journal 

Correct Answer: D 

A sales order of type Journal is a draft sales order. It has no effect on stock. 

 

QUESTION 13
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You need to configure commissions to be calculated on sales, only after all discounts are taken on the line items of a
sales order. What should you use? 

A. The Sales order journal 

B. The Price/discount agreement journal 

C. The Commission percentage field 

D. The Discount field 

Correct Answer: D 

Commission calculation (form) [AX 2012] 

Field: discount 

Specify whether the calculation of the commission for the individual invoice line will be based on the gross line amount
(Before line discount) or on the net line amount (After line discount). If you select After total discount, any end discount
is 

deducted from the total commission that is calculated after the line discount. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: Field: Commission percentage 

Specify the percentage base with which to calculate the amount of the commission. Together with the calculation
method in the Discount, the percentage basis entered here calculates the size of the commission. 

 

QUESTION 14

You plan to transfer inventory between multiple sites. 

Which two objects must be created before you can transfer the inventory? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. 

A. An inbound location 

B. An outbound location 

C. A transit warehouse 

D. A default warehouse 

Correct Answer: BC 

B: The items are picked and transported to the outbound location. 

C: In Microsoft Dynamics AX, the transit warehouse is available for these purposes. When items are half way from one
warehouse to another one, they are recorded to the transit warehouse. 

Example: 

Go to Inventory management > Setup > Inventory breakdown > Warehouses. The Warehouses form opens. 
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QUESTION 15

You plan to run an automatic update on the ABC classifications of all items. 

You need to identify which ABC code to update based on the sales of each item in a given period. 

Which ABC code should you identify? 

A. Value 

B. Revenue 

C. Margin 

D. Carrying cost 
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Correct Answer: B 

BC code for revenue 

A classifier that names categories in an ABC classification that ranks discrete categories of items according to their
revenue. 

Note: ABC classification 

A system for ranking discrete categories of items according to Pareto\\'s 80/20 principle that states that a small
percentage of items account for the largest fraction of significance. 

Incorrect: 

Not Value, Not Margin: not such ABC codes. 

Not D: ABC code for carrying cost classification 

A classifier that names categories in an ABC classification that ranks discrete categories of items according to their
carrying cost. 
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